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ABSTRACT

Auser of an intranet or internet Web broWser requests a page
of data from a gateWay server, and the gateWay server

requests the page from a host. The host reads the data from
storage and builds a ?rst data stream that includes command
verbs Within comments and other text data and transmits the
?rst data stream to the gateWay server. The gateWay server
scans the ?rst data stream for comments and parses the

comments to identify command verbs and executes the
commands to set control sWitches of the gateWay server.
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DIGITAL COMPUTER SYSTEM USING
EMBEDDED COMMENTS TO MANIPULATE
VIRTUAL CONTROLLER FUNCTIONS
FIELD OF INVENTION

intranet or internet and Workstations and/or other servers are
referred to herein as a Workstation gateWay server (WSG).
Data structures transmitted betWeen programs are referred
to herein as data streams. The data transmissions may be
logically classi?ed as a single synchronous stream or as an

This invention relates to the ?elds of mainframe commu
nications and intranet or internet communications and more

directions (transmitting and receiving) or as a multitude of

speci?cally to real time conversion of client data stream

logical streams for different purposes.
Documents accessed by the intranet or internet commonly

asynchronous data stream operating simultaneously in both

formats by a server.
10

BACKGROUND

Client/server is a type of computer system in Which a

client portion of the system retains responsibility for per
forming complex functions and a server portion of the

system provides simple services for the client as requested.

include text With embedded commands. That is, the com

mands are placed Within the text at the point Where they Will
operate. The text is formatted and presented to the user in
accordance With the embedded commands. Such commands

are commonly Written in Hypertext Markup Language
15

(HTML), but may include non-HTML commands that are

supported by popular Web broWsers.

The client portions of the system transmit a request for a
service and the server portion ful?lls the request. The client
and server may be implemented as special purpose

The speci?cation for HTML 2.0 and a proposed HTML
3.0 are available from the World Wide Web Consortium

(http:.-WWW.W3C.0rg-WWW). HTML is a simple text based

hardWare, but are usually implemented by programming one
or more general purpose computers. Thus the client and
server may be conceived of as either separate portions of
hardWare or as separate portions of softWare operating on a

language and HTML ?les usually include only ASCII text
characters. Any White space (i.e. spaces, and control char
acters such as tab, line feed, and carriage return) embedded

computer system, and both conceptions are used inter
changeably herein. The client and server may be portions of

Word boundaries, and the document is formatted only

in the HTML document are ignored except to determine
25

the same node or may be portions of different nodes in a

according to the HTML commands. HTML commands are

computer netWork. The programmer of the client application
has to knoW the functions provided by the server and the

commonly called tags and are used for formatting

format for the communication requesting a service from the
server program and depending on the service, may need to

for accessing other data through the intranet or internet.
The tags for accessing additional data are interpreted and
executed by the Web broWser for example When the user hits

documents, for accessing and displaying graphics ?les, and

knoW the contents and format for a response from the server
program.

a key or clicks a mouse button When the cursor is on

highlighted text or graphic images (called click points)

The client/server model is similar to traditional operating
system services, but the services of a server are usually data
base related rather than the device control related services

associated With such data. The tags consist of <, folloWed by
35

traditionally provided by operating systems. The client/
server model is different than the common data base trans

action model, because the client keeps control of the trans

text, folloWed by >. For example, the <P> tag starts a neW

paragraph and text betWeen the <B> tag and the </B> tag is
presented in bold. Comments may be used to document
HTML by enclosing text betWeen <! and > (i.e.

action. The same program may be both a server for one

<!comment>). Web broWsers do not normally present the

client and a client of another server, depending on their

tags to the user but most Web broWsers provide an option to
alloW vieWing the source HTML.

relation With other programs. One type of service that may
be provided by a server is translation or conversion of data
streams betWeen tWo clients requiring different kinds of data

Some popular Web broWsers such as Netscape (by

Netscape Communications Corporation), Internet Explorer
(a product by Microsoft), and Mosaic (from the National

streams such as betWeen a Web broWser and a mainframe

application.

45

Center for Supercomputing Applications in Urbana
Champaign, Ill.) include extensions in the form of additional

The term Web broWser is used for several related concepts
Which are differentiated by context. A “Web broWser” may

tags that are not speci?ed in the standard for HTML 3.0 such

be a person using the intranet or internet or a program used
to access the intranet or internet, or the media containing
such a program, or a computer programmed to access the

<ISINDEX PROMPT =“ . . . ”> tag to prompt the user to

as the <META . . . > tag to perform animation and the

enter a keyWord to search for in a page. Also, such Web

intranet or internet. Herein, Web broWser Will be used to
refer to both the softWare and the hardWare programmed
With the softWare unless otherWise indicated by the context
of use. Also the term Web broWser Will be used herein

broWsers often have extensions to existing tags; for
example, NETSCAPE has added attributes or verbs
(additional commands Within a tag) to the <HR> tag (Which

globally to include gophers, FTP, Telnet, intranet broWsers,

55 ment of horiZontal rule lines. If a Web broWser encounters a

inserts rule lines) to control the Width, thickness, and align

and other softWare and hardWare for accessing pages or ?les

tag or attributes Within a tag (that is not a comment tag) With

through the intranet or internet or an intranet. Web broWsers

and programmed to doWnload a page of data from a Web
server Where the page is selected by a user. The Web broWser

Which it is not familiar, then usually the Web broWser ignores
the tag or attribute; but sometimes, especially if a Web page
has not been tested With the particular Web broWser, the Web
broWser could potentially lock-up or otherWise fail When it

interprets commands Within the doWnloaded page to provide

tries to interpret the unfamiliar tag or attribute.

are connected to a netWork such as the intranet or internet

a formatted presentation of the data to the user. The Web
server may be a portion of a computer connected to the
intranet or internet and programmed to serve pages to the
intranet or internet or it may be a gateWay server acting as 65
a communication gateWay betWeen one or more page servers

and the intranet or internet. Servers connecting betWeen the

Other popular programming languages support comments
in the source code. MS-DOS (by Microsoft) ignores lines
that begin With REM, C ignores text betWeen /* and */,
Pascal ignores text betWeen {and}.
Usually When a Web broWser requests an HTML ?le from
a page server, the page server reads the ?le from storage and

US 6,343,328 B1
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transmits the HTML ?le as stored, Without any interpreta
tion. The Web browser interprets the HTML in the ?le,
requests any graphics ?les referred to in the HTML ?le, and
presents the text and graphics to the user formatted accord
ing to the HTML tags. HTML ?le names usually end With

US. Pat. No. 5,530,852 describes a client including a
broWser communicating With a Web server using the intranet

or internet. Standard generaliZed markup language (SGML)
data from a neWs source is converted into HTML by a

parser/converter and served to the user.
The entire disclosure of the above citations are hereby

“.HTML” or “.HTM”.

Some Web servers support an extension of HTML knoWn
as server side includes (SSI). When the ?le name ends in
“.SHTML”, a server that supports SSI scans the ?le for SSI

commands and replaces the SSI commands With dynamic
information such as time, date, last modi?ed, or number of

incorporated herein.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
10

A ?rst portion of a computer system builds a ?rst data

stream including data and comments With commands (verbs)

previous visitors into the ?le. SSI commands begin With <!

embedded Within the comments. The ?rst data stream is
transmitted to a second portion of the system. The second
portion of the system converts or transmutes the ?rst data

and end With > just like an HTML comment. Normally a
server that supports SSI Will remove the SSI tags before

transmitting the page, but if SSI support is turned off or if the

?le is moved to a server that does not support SSI, the page 15 stream to a second data stream including the comments and
converted data. In the second portion, the commands in the
server Will transmit the SSI tags embedded in the page then
comments are interpreted and executed and the ?rst data is
the Web broWser Will treat the SSI tags as comments.

In order to keep up With competition and to provide better
products, softWare suppliers often introduce neW versions of
softWare With additional and improved features. When neW

converted depending on the commands embedded in the
20

versions of server programs are developed, the neW version

is usually compatible With client applications Written for
previous versions of the server so that existing client appli

comments. The second data stream With the comments
containing the commands are transmitted to a third portion
of the system. Alternately the comments or at least the
commands Within the comments may be left out of the
second data stream is no longer needed. The third portion of

the system operates on the converted data but ignores the
cations may be used With the neW server With minimum
25 commands Within the comments. This provided for back
problems. This is referred to in the art as backWard com
Ward compatibility of both the server and the client appli
cation.

patibility.
The term backWard compatibility is also used to describe
improved client applications that are Written to take advan
tage of features of the neWest version of a server programs,
but also operate at least With the previous version of a server.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
30

This is often done using system variables Which control hoW

embedded in comments.

the client application operates.

FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a speci?c example is in Which the

Those skilled in the art are directed to the folloWing

publications:
5494 Remote Control Unit Functions Reference Release
3.1, Order Number SC30-3533-04 from International
Business Machines Corporation, describes the Way that

commands are embedded in comments in an HTML page
35
served through a gateWay server to a Web broWser.

FIG. 3 is a schematic of a speci?c embodiment of the

computer system of the invention.
FIG. 4 is another schematic of the computer system of the

the 5494 uses SNA, SKLC, X25, and X21 protocols
to communicate With the AS/400 and hoW it manages
the attached Workstations and converts netWork data

FIG. 1 is a How chart of the method of the invention for

controlling a portion of a computer system using commands

40

invention illustrating interconnection of a page server

portion, gateWay server portion, and Web broWser portion.

streams into protocols for display stations and printers.

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating gateWay servers

This book is part of the 5484 online library available on

multiplexing one or more applications With one or more Web

the IBM NetWorking Systems Softcopy Collection Kit

broWsers.

CD-ROM, SK2T-6012. Those skilled in the art can use 45

FIG. 6 is a front vieW of a display of a 5250 terminal that
does not support embedded HTML.

this manual to dump and understand 5250 data streams
such as those included herein in Appendix A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

AS/400 Data Description Speci?cation V3R2, Order
Number SC41-3712-01 from International Business

Machines Corporation, provides detailed descriptions
for coding the data description speci?cation (DDS) for

50

?les that can be described externally. These ?les are

physical, logical, display, print, and intersystem com

FIG. 1 describes a fundamental embodiment of the
method of the invention. In steps 100 and 102 in a ?rst
portion of the computer system, a data stream is built With
control commands embedded Within comments, and the data
stream is transmitted to a different second portion of the

munication ?les. Those skilled in the art can use this

computer system. Aportion of the system may be conceived

manual to understand the use of the HTML keyWord in
a DDS ?le to create display speci?cation panel ?les
(DSPFs) that Will embed HTML comments into a data

55 of either as a portion of the hardWare of the system or as a

portion of the softWare of the system operating on the
hardWare. A portion of the hardWare may be a portion of
time in Which a program is using the hardWare and other

stream.

AS/400 System Application Program Interface Reference
V3R7, Order Number SC41-4801 from International

Business Machines Corporation, describes the Appli
cation Program Interface (API) system calls. System
API QsnQry5250 can be used to query a device to

determine if it supports embedded HTML and the
HTML keyWord can be used. The program can deter

mine if the 5250 datastream Will be interpreted by a
Web broWser or a standard 5250 device.

60

programs use the hardWare at other times or a portion of
hardWare on Which a program operates While other programs

operate on other portions of the hardWare and may be
portion of a computer on Which a program is operating or
may be an isolated computer or several isolated computers

communicating With other isolated computers through a
65 netWork to execute a program.

A data stream is a How of data. Although a data stream is

often a continuous, undifferentiated, byte-by-byte signal

US 6,343,328 B1
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?oW, a data stream may be a single data packet or a parallel
transmission of signals or a block transfer of data. The data

In step 114 the Web broWser contacts the gateWay server
that an HTML page is desired. The request for a Web page

stream may use any known communication medium such as

is usually transmitted ?rst to a name server Which deter

tWisted Wire pairs, coaxial cable, radio, or optic cables and
may use any knoWn communication protocol. Typically data

mines the routing and then the request data stream is
transmitted to the gateWay server. In step 116 the gateWay

streams are formatted into speci?c data structures or packets,
Which are built and then transmitted after building is
complete, but the stream may be built in sections and parts
of the stream may be transmitted before other parts of the

server transmits a request data stream to the customer

stream are built.

application (i.e. page server). The request data stream trans
mitted by the gateWay server may be the same as the request
10

Comments may be identi?ed in data streams by special
values in data structures that identify the data as a comment
structure or identify the location of a comment in the

structure or by unique combinations of text Which differen
tiate comments from other parts of the data stream. The
commands Within the comments may also be identi?ed by a
unique combination of text Within the comment. For

received by the gateWay server (i.e. the gateWay server acts
as a repeater) or may be completely different than the request
data stream received by the gateWay server.
In step 118 the customer (i.e. page server) reads data from
a storage device such as magnetic, optical, or electronic
memory and in step 120 the page server builds a data stream.
The data stream may be an HTML page or may be a panel

15

or form normally transmitted by mainframe applications to
terminals or may include any other formats and types of
data. The data stream may include comments With embed

example, comments might begin With an unusual character

ded commands to control subsequent processing of the data
stream. In step 122 the customer application sends the

such as %, $, #, or an unusual combination of characters

response data stream to the gateWay server. The transmission

such as //, /*, #%, etc.
In steps 104 and 106 the second portion of the computer

may use hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) or ?le transfer
protocol (FTP) or Gopher or transmission control protocol/

system scans the comments in the data stream for control
commands, parses any identi?ed commands, and sets con

intranet or internet protocol (TCP/IP) or one of the knoWn

protocols normally used for mainframe netWork communi

trol sWitches of the second portion depending on any embed

cation (e.g. SNA, SDLC, X25, X21, etc.). In step 124 the
ded control commands that are identi?ed. The second por 25 gateWay server program scans the data stream for comments
tion Would have to ?rst identify that a part of the data stream
and attempts to parse any identi?ed comments for com
Was a comment and then scan that comment part for com
mands. In step 126 any commands in the comments are
mands. Preferably, When a potential command is identi?ed
interpreted and control indicators of the server Which control
in a comment it Would be parsed by comparing the command
transmuting the ?rst data stream into a second data stream
to values in a table of control commands that associate
are set. Some response data streams may not contain com
commands With sWitches and then if such a command Were
mands embedded in the comments or may not even contain
in the table, the sWitches (variables) Would be set according

comments. The invention includes systems in Which a
customer application embeds commands Within comments
The control sWitches or variables may be mechanical but 35 and the server ignores the comments and systems in Which
are preferably electronic and may be states of transistors or
the customer does not have the capability to embed com
capacitors Which are programmable to provide control sig
mands Within comments but the gateWay server has the
nals to control the conversion of the ?rst data stream into the
capability of utiliZing such commands in comments. Spe
second data stream. The sWitches may take the form of
ci?c examples of commands and their effects on the contents
variables in the softWare or values stored in predetermined
of the second data stream are described beloW.
registers. The variables may be local or global Within the
In step 128 the gateWay server builds a second data stream
program.
Which preferably consists of an HTML page. The text and
control commands embedded in the text of the second data
In steps 108 and 110 a second data stream is built by the
stream depend on the control indicators Which Were set
second portion of the system and the second data stream is
transmitted to a third portion of the system. The control 45 depending on the verbs (commands) in the comments of the
sWitches determine hoW the text of the ?rst data stream is to
?rst data stream. The second data stream also may include
be converted into the second data stream. For example
the comments containing control verbs that Were included in
depending on the sWitch settings, the second control stream
the ?rst data stream. In step 130 the gateWay server transmits

to values stored in the table.

may be built by adding additional text to the ?rst control
stream or inserting additional control commands into the

the HTML page to the client application (i.e. Web broWser)

text of the ?rst control stream. The second control stream
may include the comments from the ?rst control stream and
may include any commands that Were embedded into the

protocol. The medium may consist of optical cables, coaxial

through a communication media using a communication

cables, tWisted Wire pairs, radio transmission or other knoWn
communication media, and the protocol used for communi

cation may include hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) or

comments.

FIG. 2 illustrates a speci?c embodiment of the method of

55

?le transfer protocol (FTP) or Gopher or one of the other

the invention in Which a gateWay server provides commu
nication betWeen a page server and a Web broWser. In step
112 a user requests a Web page (?le) utiliZing a client
application knoWn as a Web broWser. For example, the user
may request a Web page using a mouse or tab key or arroW
keys to move a cursor onto a hypertext link (a graphic or

knoWn communication protocols.
In step 132 the client application (Web broWser) formats

highlighted text) and clicking one of the mouse buttons or

broWser and the comments are not normally included in the
formatted text presented to the user. The formatted text may
be displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) display, or a liquid

the text of the HTML page depending on verbs (tags)
embedded Within the HTML text and in step 134 the
formatted text is displayed to the user. Any commands

(verbs) embedded Within comments are ignored by the Web

keyboard keys. Alternatively, the user my use a menu to
select a Web page or enter the Web page name at a command

line. Also, the user may request the page by setting the page
as the default home page and starting the the execution of the
Web broWser program.

65

crystal display (LCD), or another type of display.
FIG. 3 shoWs an example of a computer that could be used
to implement the inventions herein. A central processor unit

US 6,343,328 B1
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200 (CPU) is connected to a read only memory 202 (ROM),
cache memory 204, and main memory 206 by processor bus
208. Processor bus 208 is interconnected to I/O bus 212 by
bridge 210. Display 214 is connected to display card 216
Which is connected to the I/O bus. Network adaptor 218
interfaces between 1/0 bus 212 and netWork 220. Keyboard
222 is connected to the keyboard interface 224 Which is
connected to the I/O bus. Mouse 226 is connected to cursor
control interface 228 Which is connected to the I/O bus.

Drive 230 containing ?xed media (i.e. the media is not easily
removable) and drive 232 for removable media are con
nected to disk controller 234 Which is connected to the I/O
bus. Removable media 236 may be used in drive 232 for
storage of data such as programs. Modulator/Demodulator
(MODEM) 238 is connected betWeen the I/O bus and a

communication netWork 240. Many similar computer sys
tem con?gurations are Well knoWn in the art, and the best
mode for implementing the invention uses one of these

programmed general purpose computers.
The computer is programmed to implement the inventions
herein by introducing program signals to the computer and
storing the signals. The signals may be introduced and stored
for example, by replacing the ROM, main memory, or ?xed
media drive. Alternatively the signals may be introduced to

the computer by doWnloading the signals from computer
netWork 220 or communications

